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University student Chris Avenir faced possible
expulsion for running an online study group.
(CBC)
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Student won't be expelled over Facebook study
group
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CBC News

A Toronto university student will not be expelled for running a Facebook study group that his school had

argued constituted cheating.

Ryerson University's Faculty Appeals Committee announced the decision to spare Chris Avenir on Tuesday afternoon, a

week after his expulsion hearing.

The 18-year-old will be required to take a course on academic misconduct and

will have a note on his transcript saying he was disciplined, said Nora

Loreto, president of the Ryerson Students Union. 

Avenir will also get a zero on one of his assignments, worth 10 per cent of his

course grade, Loreto said.

"Chris in our view is still innocent, so it is still too bad that he got zero for

that 10 per cent," Loreto said.

"But considering we were facing expulsion, I think this is a victory, certainly a

broader victory for the students at Ryerson."

Avenir's lawyer said Tuesday that Avenir has not yet decided if he will appeal

the decision.   

"It's a finding he's not at all comfortable with. He doesn't believe that it's fair

or appropriate," lawyer John Adair said. "The attractiveness of an appeal is

that he can clear his name. At the same time, it has been an extremely
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stressful experience for him."

The first-year computer engineering student faced one count of academic misconduct for acting as the administrator

of the online group and 146 counts for each classmate who was a member of it.

He could not be reached for comment Tuesday.

Professor asked for independent work

His case ignited debate over whether the study group amounted to online cheating or, as Avenir argued, an exchange of

academic ideas in line with such practices as tutoring and mentoring.

When the online study group Dungeons/Mastering Chemistry Solutions was discovered, Avenir's chemistry professor

gave him an F in the course and charged him with academic misconduct.

The professor had asked that students perform their work independently.

Loreto said Avenir's failing grade has been revoked and he will now be allowed to pass the course.

Avenir has said he joined the online study group Dungeons/Mastering Chemistry Solutions last fall, then later took charge

of the page.

He argued that the group was a place online where students could share notes on assignments that contributed 10 per cent

to the overall course mark and was no different than any library study group or peer tutoring.

With files from the Canadian Press
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Daniel Milloy wrote:Posted 2008/03/19

at 12:08 AM ETMr. Avenir did what any and every *university* student does to learn - collaborate, share, discuss. It

would be great if he could quit Ryerson out of protest, as it's clearly shown itself to be a second-rate institution: a college

which wants to call itself a university.

I know professors at the university where I work (UBC) believe Ryerson has got this completey wrong.

Too bad the Ryerson "professor" has too much prode to drop the matter, and apologise to Mr. Avenir.

Recommendthis comment Recommend this comment Report abuse

rita guigon wrote:Posted 2008/03/18

at 11:14 PM ETI believe Ryerson confused "assignments" (work done in order to learn) with "evaluation" (a strategy to

measure what had been learned). Assignments should be given so that students have the opportunity to explore the subject

matter and master it by whatever means necessary. If that includes working with others, finding a tutor, or looking on the

internet (all MIT courses are now online for free) then that's all good. A student who merely copies what he/she doesn't

understand, will fail when it comes to being evaluated. Evaluation should take place under controlled or supervised

conditions and not depend on some kind of "noblesse oblige". It would be nice to be able to depend on the honesty of all

students, but that is naive and unfair to those who would attempt to do the work without any assistance while others might

be getting the gift of answers from sources other than themselves.

3Peoplerecommendedthis comment3Recommend this comment Report abuse

JeffB22 wrote:Posted 2008/03/18

at 10:30 PM ETA prof asking his students to work independently on a generic assignment was doomed from the

beginning. Although he cant be blamed for this happening he didn't do anything to stop it from starting. 

Perhaps the professors should not be so focused on shutting them as becoming involved in them and monitoring what is

said to ensure that cheating is not happening. There is no sense in fighting online study groups as they are never going to

go away, so universities might as well get on board and try to work the situation into the best possible one.

2Peoplerecommendedthis comment2Recommend this comment Report abuse

lex_alta wrote:Posted 2008/03/18

at 10:12 PM ETI agree that Heather Mallick is on the wrong side of this issue. I suspect that she doesn't understand the

issue because she completed an Arts degree. Science courses are very hard. Often students will attend every lecture,

complete every reading, and still fail the mid-term and drop out (watch the enrollment of any given first year calculus

class crash just before the drop-date if you doubt me). 

Whereas as BA students such as Heather Mallick routinely receive C's for mediocre work, students in Science programs

face failure if they do not gain an understanding of the material. Mallick is correct that students who merely copy

solutions from others -- through the internet or personal relationships -- shortchange their own education. What Mallick
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